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Calculated lifetimes of hot electrons in aluminum and copper using a plane-wave basis set

Wolf-Dieter Scho¨ne, Robert Keyling, Mario Bandic´, and Walter Ekardt
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 19 March 1999!

We report about the lifetimes of hot electrons in crystalline aluminum and copper. For aluminum the results
agree quantitatively with the experimental results. For copper we get good agreement for quasiparticle energies
in the ~110! direction above 2 eV which shows that the lifetimes for quasiparticle states above 2 eV are
determined bysp bands, explaining the puzzling fact that simple Fermi liquid theory describes Cu in this
direction quite well. The calculations were performed within the shielded interaction approximation using a
plane-wave basis expansion for the wave functions. We show that for Cu this basis leads to equally good
results as the more demanding linearized augmented plane-wave basis.@S0163-1829~99!10835-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the physical and chemical reacti
on surfaces on a microscopic level is one of the major go
in modern surface physics. A very interesting subfield is
understanding—and possible future engineering—of pho
chemical processes on surfaces. As one step in this direc
the study of the lifetime of excited electrons is currently
very active field.

Copper has been one of the first elements for which
lifetime of excited electrons has been measured using m
ern time-resolved two-photon photoemission spectrosc
~TR-2PPE!.1–7 In these experiments electrons from the v
lence band are excited by a femto-second laser pulse~the
so-called pump laser! into the conduction band. A secon
~time-delayed! photon excites the electron above the vacu
level where it can be detected. By varying the time de
between the two laser pulses this technology allows the m
surement of the lifetime of electrons in excited states.

The measured lifetime of excited electrons is determin
by several distinct physical processes. The most importa
electronic correlation. The second contribution is transp
away from the surface. The experiments are typically c
ducted about 30 Å to 50 Å below the surface.7 Drifting of an
excited electron into the bulk—before the probe laser
eject it—will lead to a measured lifetime which is short
than the actual lifetime. A third process which has to
considered is the so-called cascading.7 The excited electron
leaves a hole in the valence band. Particle and hole m
recombine and excite another electron via an Auger proc
This process leads to measured lifetimes which are too lo
Connected to this is another observation: in some syste
such as, e.g., copper, where it has been observed firs
Pawlik, Bauer, and Aeschlimann,5 the lifetime of an excited
electron at a fixed energyE2EF (EF being the Fermi en-
ergy! depends on the frequency of the pump laser, i.e.,
band from which the electron originated.

In order to extract valuable information about excit
electrons from the experiments it is important to disentan
these processes by understanding each of them. In the
lowing we are considering the first process, namely, the
trinsic lifetime of excited quasiparticle states due to el
tronic correlation effects. It is the dominant process
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~12!/8616~8!/$15.00
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determining the lifetimes and is up to now still treated with
Fermi liquid theory~FLT!.8–10

II. THEORY

We are dealing with an interacting many-electron syste
So the natural starting point for our calculations is a we
converged solution of the Kohn-Sham~KS! equations11,12

within density functional theory~DFT!,13

S 2
\2

2m
¹21veff~r ! Dwq, j~r !5eq, jwq, j~r !. ~1!

q and j denote a wave vector in the Brillouin zone~BZ! and
a band index, respectively.veff(r ) is the mean-field potentia
in which the KS electrons move. It is given by

veff~r !5v ion~r !1vcoul~r !1vxc~r !. ~2!

Herev ion is the crystal potential set up by the ionic cores.
our ab initio treatment it is considered exactly, either b
doing an all-electron calculation or by applying norm
conserving pseudopotentials.vcoul is the classical Coulomb
potential~Hartree potential! andvxc the so-called exchange
correlation potential. It contains all quantum-mechani
contributions to the electron-electron interaction. In real c
culations it is approximated using local density approxim
tion ~LDA !.12 However, the KS equations describe on
ground-state properties, i.e., they are not suitable for ca
lating the properties ofexcitedstates. Moreover, since th
Hamiltonian in Eq.~1! is Hermitian the eigenvalueseq, j are
real. Any lifetimes calculated within this framework ar
therefore infinite. In order to describe properly the dynami
processes one has to go back to many-body perturba
theory ~MBPT!.14

Within MBPT the dynamics of a many-particle system
described by the Dyson equation15

S 2
\2

2m
¹21veff~r ! Dcq, j~r !1E d3r 8S̃~r ,r 8;Eq, j !cq, j~r 8!

5Eq, jcq, j~r !. ~3!

Compared to the KS equations it contains an additional ‘‘p
tential term’’ which is non-local, complex, and energy d
8616 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 8617CALCULATED LIFETIMES OF HOT ELECTRONS IN . . .
pendent. Instead of the real eigenvalueseq, j its solutions are
complex quasiparticle energiesEq, j . Therefore the time evo
lution of the system is no longer oscillatory but contains
additional decaying term which defines the lifetime of t
quasiparticle state16

ei et/\→e( i [ e2Re$S%] t/\)e(2Im$S%t/\), ~4!

where Re$E%5e2Re$S% and Im$E%52Im$S% are the real and
imaginary part of the quasiparticle energyE, respectively.S
is the electronic self-energy.

In practice the Dyson equation is solved within a cert
basis set. We use the Bloch basis, i.e., the orthonormal s
solutions of the KS equations@Eq. ~1!#, for a crystalline
system.17,18 Furthermore, we work on the imaginary fre
quency axis~Matsubara axis!. The Dyson equation can the
be transformed from the form of Eq.~3! into

Gj , j 8
21

~q,ivm!5Gj , j 8
LDA21

~q,ivm!2S̃ j , j 8~q,ivm!, ~5!

whereq is a vector in the BZ,j , j 8 are band indices, and th
vm are fermion Matsubara frequencies,vm5p(2m
11)/(b\). Gj , j 8(q,ivm) is the dressed Green’s functio
andGj , j 8

LDA(q,ivm) the propagator of the KS electrons,

Gj , j 8
LDA

~q,ivm!5
d j , j 8

ivm2vq, j
. ~6!

Thevq, j are the KS eigenvalues measured from the chem
potentialm, \vq, j5eq, j2m. A detailed description of this
method can be found in Refs. 18,19.

We calculate the self-energy within the shielded inter
tion approximation~SIA or GW approximation!,8,15,20–22in
which S is given as the product ofGLDA and the shielded
potentialVS,

Sxc~r ,r 8;t !5 iGLDA~r ,r 8;t !VS~r ,r 8;t1!. ~7!

The shielded potential is just the bare Coulomb potentiav
screened by the dielectric function,VS5v/e. It is obtained
from the polarizabilityP by solving a matrix equation in the
band indices18 for each wave vectorq and each frequency
ivm . In the Bloch basis Eq.~7! becomes

S j , j 8
xc

~q,ivm!52(
k

BZ

(
m,n,m8,n8

Am, j ,m8
* ~q2k,q,k!

3An, j 8,n8~q2k,q,k!

3
1

b\ (
ivn

Gm8,n8
LDA

~k,ivn!

3Vm,n
S ~q2k,ivm2 ivn!. ~8!

k andq are elements of the BZ and the irreducible Brillou
zone ~IBZ!, respectively.k2q is understood to be folded
back into the BZ. The coefficientsA are defined as the inte
grals of three Bloch functions

Aj ,m,n~q,k1q,k!5E d3r cq, j* ~r !cq1k,m~r !ck,n* ~r !. ~9!

Once the self-energy has been calculated the Dyson equ
~5! can be solved. In order not to account for exchange
n

of

al

-

ion
d

correlation effects in the Dyson equation twice, the se
energy has to be corrected by those contributions alre
considered invxc , S̃xc5Sxc2vxc . Furthermore, the new
chemical potential has to be determined.~Within the LDA
the Fermi energy equals the chemical potential.12,19 In the
quasiparticle picture the term Fermi energy is no longer
fined because of the renormalization of the Fermi functi
Nevertheless we will use the term Fermi energy in the f
lowing meaning the chemical potential.! Having obtained the
Green’s function on the Matsubara axis we can now perfo
an analytic continuation using standard Pade´ approximation
techniques23,24 to obtain the retarded Green’s functio
Gj , j 8(q,v). The spectral function is defined by

Aj , j 8~q,v!522 ImGj , j 8~q,v!. ~10!

It contains complete information about the one-particle pr
erties, especially the real and imaginary parts of the qu
particle energies.25 The spectral function is calculated for a
wave vectors in the Brillouin zone and all bands. Fro
Aj 5 j 8(q,v) the width of the quasiparticle excitationDq, j is
extracted. In order to obtain data which are dense enoug
be compared to experiment we perform a three dimensio
interpolation of Dq, j in k space. The lifetime is simply14

tq, j51/Dq, j .
The SIA forms a set of equations which have to be solv

self-consistently.15,20–22However, it has been shown by se
eral authors18,25–29 that self-consistent calculations lead
results which compare much less with experiment than
culations in which the self-energy is evaluated only once
the latter case typically very good agreement with expe
ment is achieved.22,30–32Two examples where this is illus
trated very clearly are the occupied bandwidth in simple m
als and the fundamental band gap in silicon. Whereas
LDA calculations the occupied bandwidth in simple meta
is too large and the band gap in semiconductors much
small, aGW calculation in which the self-energy is calcu
lated only once leads to values for the occupied bandw
and the band gap in semiconductors which are typica
within 10% of the experimental values.30,32,33 If the Dyson
equation is solved self-consistently this agreement is
stroyed. In fact the self-consistent results disagree more w
experiment than results from conventional LD
calculations.18,25–27It seems that if the self-energy is evalu
ated only once a cancellation of errors occurs which is
present in the case of self-consistency. In other words,
physics underlying theGW approximation describes th
electronic correlation incorrectly. Additional diagrams ne
to be included. So at present the situation is as follows;
SIA or GW approximation leads to very good results if do
non-self-consistently although it is not fully understood wh
If one wants to perform realistic calculations beyond t
LDA level it is the method which has to be used.

We close this section with a couple of technical remar
On the level of the first evaluation of the self-energy t
Hartree part of the self-energy~tadpole diagram! equals the
Hartree potential of the KS equations. Since we calculate
self-energy only once, it is therefore sufficient to determ
only the exchange-correlation part of the self-energyS j , j 8

xc .
We only calculate the diagonal elements (j 5 j 8) of the self-
energy since it has been shown that the off-diagonal
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8618 PRB 60SCHÖNE, KEYLING, BANDIĆ, AND EKARDT
ments can be neglected.30,34 It is, however, crucial to con-
sider the full matrix of the shielded potentialVj , j 8

S (q,ivn)
when determining the self-energy.18,28 Calculating the self-
energy only once has another consequence. The polariz
ity is the product of two Green’s functions,25 P5GG. In the
case thatG5GLDA the frequency summation can be do
analytically, leading to the familiar form

Pj , j 8~q,ivn!5
2

V (
k

BZ

(
m,n

f k,m2 f k1q,n

ivn1vk,m2vk1q,n

3Aj ,n,m~q,k1q,k!Aj 8,n,m
* ~q,k1q,k!.

~11!

III. THE LIFETIME OF ALUMINUM

The starting point for our discussion about the lifetimes
excited electrons in Al is the band structure as shown in F
1. The dashed line denotes the LDA band structure,35 the
solid line the quasiparticle band structure. As can be s
from the figure the two curves differ only little, a cons
quence of the small Wigner-Seitz radius of Al (r s
52.07 eV). Al is one of the so-called nearly free-electr
metals~NFE metals!. Consequently the dominating part o
the band structure is thesp bands along the directionsG-L,
G-X, and to a certain extentW-L. In the vicinity of theW
point the band structure differs markedly from a free-elect
system. The behavior of the band structure inW-L direction
lies in between; it shows two nearly degenerate bands w
are eachsp-like. As will be shown below, this small devia
tion from the free-electron characteristic will lead to a str
ing difference between the real lifetime of excited electro
along this direction and the predictions from FLT. In FL
the lifetime is calculated for the homogeneous electron
within the GW approximation. The dielectric function is ap
proximated by a low frequency expansion. This leads to
expression for the lifetime in closed form,8,10

t5t0

EF

~E2EF!2 , ~12!

FIG. 1. The LDA band structure of Al~dashed line! compared
to the quasiparticle band structure~solid line!. As expected for an
element with a small Wigner-Seitz radius the difference is rat
small.
il-

f
.

n

n

h

s
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n

where the prefactor is given by

t05
64

p2A m

3pne2. ~13!

n is the density of the homogeneous electron gas. By c
struction Eq.~12! does not include any band-structure e
fects.

The lifetimes of excited electrons in Al were measured
Aeschlimann’s group on a polycrystalline sample.37 The fre-
quency of the pump laser used in their experiment was
eV to 3.4 eV. For photons of this energy domain conser
tion of momentum allows only direct transitions. Inspecti
of the band structure in Fig. 1 shows immediately that o
the low lying conduction bands in theW-X, W-K, andW-L
directions can be populated by this pump laser and there
only the lifetimes of electrons in these states were probed
the experiment.

Figure 2 shows the lifetimes of hot electrons in Al plotte
versus the~quasiparticle! energy measured from the Ferm
energy. The triangles denote the experimental results of
37. The long-dashed curve is the result of Eq.~12!. The
Wigner-Seitz radius of Al corresponds tot050.311 fs. It
does not explain the data very well, which is no surprise.
we argued above, the bands probed by the experiment o
Aeschlimann group have no free-electron-like character. T
other four curves are ourab initio results for the selected
directions and bands given in the legend. The most strik
curve is the solid one. It displays the lifetime of electrons
the third band along theW-L direction. Starting from theL
point and going down in energy as one approaches theW
point the lifetime increases as predicted by FLT. Around
eV above the Fermi energy, the third band crosses the fo

r
FIG. 2. The lifetime of excited electrons in Al plotted versus t

energy of the electrons measured from the Fermi energy. The m
part of the figure shows the bands and directions which we ide
fied to be important for the explanation of the experimental d
~Ref. 37!. The most striking result is the lifetime of electrons in th
third band in theW-L direction~solid line!. At the band crossing of
the third and fourth band around 1 eV~see Fig. 1! a new decay
channel opens and the lifetime drops~see main text!. The inset
shows the lifetime of hot electrons in all directions and bands
have calculated. The denotation of the curves is the same as in
main part. The curves drawn with the thin solid lines are lifetim
of electrons in directions which were not probed by the experime
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band. By this crossing interband transitions become poss
and therefore an additional decay channel is opened.
results in a shorter lifetime, i.e., the curve bends down
contrast to simple FLT. This explains the unusual behav
of the measured lifetimes around 1 eV. The remaining th
curves show that the measured lifetimes originate fr
bands in theW-X and W-K directions and agree very we
with the experimental data. Especially the~on first sight os-
cillatory! structure of the experimental data between 1.5
and 2 eV can be traced back to the lifetimes of excited e
trons in two distinct bands. The sudden dropoff of three
the experimental data points beyond 2.5 eV cannot be
plained by our data. We suspect that this dropoff is an a
fact of the experimental setup.

The experimental data include all the processes m
tioned in the Introduction whereas our calculation is
stricted solely to electron-electron interaction. However,
Al transport effects play an important role. Therefore t
authors of Ref. 37 corrected their measured lifetimes
transport effects according to Matthiessen’s rule37

1

tmeas
5

1

tee
1

1

t trans
, ~14!

wheretmeasis the measured lifetime,tee the lifetime due to
electron-electron interactions, andt trans the lifetime correc-
tion due to transport effects, respectively. Baueret al. used a
value of t trans523 fs. We corrected the measured lifetim
~the squares in Fig. 3 of Ref. 37! by t trans549.9 fs. This
difference in the transport corrections needs some expl
tions. Baueret al. get the value of 23 fs from scaling th
transport correction as obtained by a simple model calc
tion in Cu by the ratio of the Fermi velocities in copper a
aluminum. Using 23 fs the experimental values coincide w
the result of FLT~long-dashed curve in Fig. 2!. FLT is a
valid model to describe the effects of thesp bands in Al.
However, as we argued above, due to momentum conse
tion the measured data are lifetimes of low lying states in
W-X, W-K, andW-L directions. These bands are definite
not sp-like. More serious is a point which is addressed
ready by the authors of Ref. 37; 23 fs seems to be a v
e
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large transport contribution especially when compared w
the data of the noble metals~note that the smallert transis, the
larger is the transport effect!. Furthermore, conductivity ex
periments suggest that the excited electrons of Al should
confined in a certain surface region37 and therefore limiting
the transport effects. In summary, it seems that a value o
fs is too small.

We obtained the value oft trans549.9 fs by comparing our
data with the experimental ones. So in this way we are e
able to give a crude estimate for the size of the transp
contributions to the overall lifetime. This approach is
course only possible for an element like Al, where electro
electron interaction and transport are the two largest con
butions to the electronic lifetime. It also depends on the
lidity of Eq. ~14!. This validity has not been shown ye
Currently Eq. ~14! is used due to the lack of a better—
preferablyab initio—description of transport processes.

IV. COPPER

A. Ground state and polarizability

Cu is a noble metal with its 3d bands lying about 2–4 eV
below the Fermi surface. The natural choice for a ba
structure calculation is therefore a modern all-electr
method such as, for example, the full-potential lineariz
augmented plane-wave~FP-LAPW! method38 which has
been coded, e.g., inWIEN95.39 In the LAPW method the unit
cell is divided up into nontouching spheres around the ato
with radiusRMT ~denoted MT! and the remaining so-calle
interstitial part~denoted IS!. ~Full potential denotes the fac
that no shape approximation of the potential is done, eithe
the MT or in the IS.! In the IS every function is expande
with respect to plane waves. To describe the wave functi
in the spheres the plane-wave basis is augmented by at
clike functions. So a Bloch state in the LAPW formalism
given by

ck, j~r !5(
G

cj~k1G!fk1G
LAPW~r !, ~15!

where the basis functions are defined as40
fk1G
LAPW~r !55

1

AV
ei (k1G)r, rPIS

(
l ,m

l max

$Al ,m~k1G!ul~r ,e l !1Bl ,m~k1G!u̇l~r ,e l !%Yl ,m~f,u!, rPMT6 . ~16!
a-

ich
ff,
The division done in the LAPW method allows a good d
scription of the rapidly oscillating wave functions inside t
atomic spheres and the smoother wave functions in the
For Cu it has been shown that the band energies calcul
within this method are in rather good agreement with res
obtained by, e.g., photoemission experiments.41 However,
these experiments probe only the valence bands and pro
therefore only a check of the theoretical results for the oc
pied bands. It is known that the LAPW method has proble
-

S.
ed
ts

ide
-
s

with ~highly! excited states, partly because of the lineariz
tion of the energy with respect to a reference energye l which
typically lies within the valence bands. Equations~15! and
~16! show the three fundamental numerical parameters wh
enter into the LAPW method, namely, the plane-wave cuto
the maximum angular momentuml max used in the MT, and
the radius of the spheresRMT . In order to check the stability
of the unoccupied bands we varied these parameters.

The maximum l value is very uncritical. By default
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8620 PRB 60SCHÖNE, KEYLING, BANDIĆ, AND EKARDT
WIEN95 usesl max510, however, we foundl max58 to be fully
sufficient. There was no impact on either the unoccupied
the occupied bands. The cutoff was varied between 11
16 Ryd and the atomic sphere radius between 2.0 and
bohr. The occupied bands and the unoccupied bands u
about 20 eV above the Fermi energy were not affected
these variations. Higher lying bands, however, were stron
affected. We were not able to converge to a stable b
structure for band energies above 20 eV. Even introduc
extra local orbitals with energy parameters within the co
duction band42 did not improve on this situation although th
linearization error should become smaller this way.

We also calculated the ground state of Cu using a pla
wave basis. Plane waves form a complete basis so any f
tion can in principle be expanded with respect to this ba
However, it is not obvious that the band structure of t
noble metal Cu can be obtained in this way, because
number of needed plane waves has to be kept at a l
which does not make the calculation impossible. To calcu
the band structure of Cu we used the program fhi96m36

The interaction between the ions and the electrons was
scribed by a norm-conserving pseudopotential in the se
rable form of Kleinman and Bylander.43 We used a soft
Troullier-Martins pseudopotential.44,45We found that using a
plane-wave cutoff of 60 Ryd is enough to converge the
cupied bandwidth to within 0.2%.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the band structures
tained with the two methods. Besides a small difference
the G point which results in a difference of 0.25 eV in th
occupied bandwidth the agreement in the valence ban
perfect. Above the Fermi level the differences between
two results increase. Above 40 eV there are differences u
5 eV. These differences are due to the nonstable LA
bands. The unoccupied bands obtained with the plane-w
calculation are converged.

FIG. 3. The band structure of Cu calculated using the LAP
basis set~solid line! and a plane-wave code~dashed line!. The
Fermi energy is set to zero. Up to about 25 eV the two band st
tures compare very well. Above this energy the LAPW band str
ture is not converged~see main text!.
r
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In both cases we used the exchange-correlation pote
as obtained by Ceperley and Alder.46 In WIEN95 the param-
etrization of Perdew and Wang47 is used whereas theFHI

code uses the parametrization of Perdew and Zunger.48 It is
unlikely that the difference in the occupied bandwidth is d
to the different parametrizations.

The difference is also not caused by the different tre
ment of relativistic effects in the two programs. In th
WIEN95 program the electronic structure inside the atom
spheres is calculated by solving the scalar-relativistic Sch¨-
dinger equation. In fhi96md relativistic effects enter via t
pseudopotential. However, in both cases relativistic effe
can be completely neglected by solving only the nonrela
istic Schrödinger equation. In both methods this resulted in
decrease of the occupied bandwidth, keeping the differe
of 0.25 eV constant.

The FP-LAPW method is an all-electron calculatio
which means that in each iteration the electronic configu
tion of the core electrons is relaxed. In other words, the c
electrons are allowed to interact dynamically with the v
lence electrons. In the kind of pseudopotential calculat
presented here, by construction a so-called frozen-core
proximation is used.49 It might be possible that the resultin
difference in the electronic structure of the core affects
lowest lying bands.

A comparison of the two band structures gives only info
mation about the KS eigenvalues. For the many-body ca
lation we also need the wave functions. In order to test
agreement of the wave functions obtained within the t
methods we calculated the polarizability of Cu using an
pansion of the wave functions with respect to plane wa
and LAPWs, respectively. In Fig. 4 the Fourier transform
the polarizability Eq.~11!, PG,G8(q,v), for a small wave
vector andG5G850 is shown. The solid line denotes th
polarizability as obtained using the LAPW expansion of t
wave functions withl max58, RMT52.4 bohr, and a cutoff of
11 Ryd. The dashed line corresponds to a plane-wave ca
lation using 22 bands and a cutoff of 60 Ryd. There are o

c-
-

FIG. 4. The figure shows the polarizabilityPG,G8(q,v) of Cu
calculated for a small wave vector@q52p/a0(21/6,1/6,21/6)# on
the real frequency axis using a plane-wave basis set with an en
cutoff of 60 Ryd~dashed line! and a LAPW basis set~solid line!. In
the LAPW calculation the following parameters were used:l max

58, RMT52.4 bohr., cutoff of 11 Ryd.
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small differences between the two quantities; in the low f
quency regime there is a difference around 2 eV. For lar
frequencies (\v>10 eV) the curves differ mildly. This is
understandable from the differences in the band struct
We also compared the polarizabilities for larger wave v
tors. Here the agreement becomes slightly worse.

B. Lifetime of excited states

The inputs for the calculation of the self-energy@Eq. ~8!#
are the LDA Green’s function Eq.~6! which depends only on
the LDA eigenvalues and the polarizability Eq.~11! which
enters via the shielded potential. The results presente
Sec. IV A show that both quantities can be calculated equ
precisely using a plane-wave or a LAPW basis set, resp
tively. We can therefore perform the many-body calculat
using a plane-wave basis set. The calculation was done u
30 bands and a Monkhorst-Pack mesh50 with 29 k points in
the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. As in the case
the transition metal Ni17 this is sufficient.

As in the case of Al it is important to know which fre
quency of the pump laser was used in the experiments
their experiments the Petek group6 used 3.1 eV to 3.2 eV and
they detected only electrons which were in intermedi
states up to 3 eV above the Fermi energy. The experim
were conducted along the~100!, ~110!, and ~111! direction.
However, by inspecting the band structure of Cu~see Fig. 3!
it is obvious that only thesp band in the~110! direction
(G-K) can be populated by photons of this energy. Theref
the only meaningful comparison of our data with the expe
mental ones can be along this direction. Figure 5 shows
lifetime of excited electrons along the~110! direction. The
solid line is the result of the present calculation. The das
line is the result of Fermi liquid theory, Eq.~12!. For Cu we
usedr s52.67, which corresponds to only considering the
electrons~four electrons in the cubic unit cell!. Taking into
account also the 3d electrons~44 electrons in the cubic uni

FIG. 5. The lifetime of excited electrons in Cu in the~110!
direction. The solid line is the~in three dimensions! interpolated
lifetime within the SIA. The dot-dashed line is the result of FL
usingr s52.67, the dashed line the one forr s51.20. The diamonds
are the measured lifetimes~Ref. 6!. The energy is measured from
the Fermi energy.
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cell! would result in r s51.20. In this case the lifetime
would be considerably larger.51

The complete information comes from the sixth ba
which cuts the Fermi surface at about 60% of the dista
G-K ~see Fig. 3!. Above 2 eV the theoretical result and th
experimental result, respectively, agree rather well. Below
eV the experimental lifetime suddenly increases. This beh
ior cannot be explained within the framework of theGW
approximation or with single-particle states. The sudden
crease is possibly due to Auger processes which contribu
the measured lifetimes of transition and noble metals at sm
energies. Therefore the experimental data could be la
than theoretical results which consider only electron-elect
interactions.

The theoretical curve resembles very much the Fermi
uid result. On first sight this might be surprising. Howeve
the band which crosses the Fermi surface in theG-K direc-
tion is an sp band and therefore very jelliumlike. On th
level of the SIA the impact of the real band structure
therefore just a shift to longer lifetimes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented results for the lifetimes of hot electrons
the crystals Al and Cu calculatedab initio within the
shielded interaction approximation.

The ‘‘simple’’ metal aluminum really behaves simpl
with respect to the lifetimes of the excited electrons. O
data, calculated within the shielded interaction approxim
tion for the self-energy using no further approximation~e.g.,
for the dielectric function!, can explain the experimental da
very well. We were able to identify the bands and directio
whose electrons contribute to the experimental results
tained from a polycrystalline sample. Along theW-L direc-
tion we could identify the opening of another decay chan
due to a band crossing, a genuine band-structure effect w
cannot be described by Fermi liquid theory. In this respect
is by no means simple, confirming the conclusions of
Aeschlimann group.37 We are even able to give a crude e
timate for the lifetime due to transport.

In Cu the theoretical and experimental results along
~110! direction agree down to 2 eV. Below 2 eV process
which are beyond the SIA or a single-particle picture, resp
tively, seem to have a strong contribution to the measu
lifetimes. Cu reveals, however, another mystery; in expe
ments one can measure lifetimes in the~111! direction for
electrons in the energy range of 1 eV to 3 eV above
Fermi energy. In this energy range there are no band sta
As has been discussed in Sec. IV B these results can also
be explained within the shielded interaction approximatio
Copper offers a third unsolved puzzle; as already mentio
in the Introduction the measured lifetimes of excited Cu el
trons in these two directions depend on the frequency of
pump laser. It seems that in Cu a particle-hole interact
between the hole in thed band and the electron in the excite
band exists which cannot be described by theGW approxi-
mation. Clearly further studies are needed.

In both elements the problem of how to handle the infl
ence of transport processes at anab initio level exists. Cur
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rently neither theoretical nor experimental data are availa
that go beyond simple models. More studies of this effect
needed. In our calculations we also neglected the problem
the surface. Especially image states should contribute to
experimental data. We are planning calculations which
clude image states.

From a technical point of view we showed that Cu can
treated in a plane-wave basis extension. Both the band s
ture as well as the polarizability can be reliably calcula
using a plane-wave cutoff of just 60 Ryd. This is of gre
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z
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re
of
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importance since the calculation of the self-energy is co
putationally very demanding.
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